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Salad
100 recipes for simple  
salads & dressings

By Janneke Philippi 

ISBN 9781922417619 
On Sale 3 Feb 2022
£20 | 240 x 196mm | 256 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Food 

Freshen up the table with bright and beautiful salads.
Salads are so versatile: healthy and inexpensive meals that can be thrown together 
using endless combinations of ingredients and a little creativity. Dressed up or pared 
back, a salad can be as simple as tossing a few green leaves in a bowl or served as a 
main meal packed with vegetables, grains or your choice of protein. 

This cookbook is filled with light, everyday meals for all occasions, with dressings to 
mix and match, ideas for toppings, and simple breads and crackers to make from 
scratch. Filled with beautiful photography and suggestions to make each dish your 
own, Salad is a book about so much more than the humble lettuce. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Janneke Philippi is a recipe writer, food stylist and regular columnist for Delicious. She 
has written several cookbooks, with a focus on fresh, in-season ingredients. 
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Tokyo Up Late
Iconic recipes from the city  
that never sleeps

By Brendan Liew

ISBN 9781922417596
On Sale 14 April 2022
£20 | 240 x 200mm | 192 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Food

Eat the streets after midnight.
As the sun sets behind Mt Fuji, the neon lights of Tokyo flicker to life: izakayas, 
restaurants and bars fill; beer, umeshu, highballs, chūhai and sake are raised to cheers of 
‘kanpai!’, and the scent and sounds of nightlife fill the air.

Tokyo’s night scene – outside of the reserved, hallowed dining establishments – is fun, 
boisterous and lively. This is where locals shake off a long day, often staying out till the 
last trains leave the city.

Tokyo Up Late is your guide through the night, from the lamp-lit streets into  paper menu 
plastered walls, where a Japanese smorgasbord is on offer: sake and beer snacks (think 
burdock chips and grilled ginkgo nuts) to sashimi and sake- or saikyo miso–grilled fish, 
karaage (fried chicken), yakitori and gyūsuji nikomi (beef tendon stew). Start with a 
beverage and head out to stall-lined alleyways, with bubbling pots of soy glaze, or the 
tachigui with their sushi and barbecued meat, and enjoy a final stop with a train station’s 
udon or a libation at a tucked away bar till the wee hours.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Brendan Liew has spent extensive time in Japan, travelling and studying the 
culture and food. He’s learnt the art of ramen making, worked at the three-
Michelin-starred Nihonryori Ryugin in Roppongi, Tokyo and Hong Kong, and has 
worked at some of Melbourne, Australia’s favourite restaurants. 
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The Vegan Cake Bible
Bake, build and decorate  
spectacular vegan cakes

By Sara Kidd

ISBN 9781922417572 
On Sale 14 April 2022
£26 | 270 x 200mm | 304 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Food

Rediscover the baking classics you love with this plant-based cake cookbook.
Is there anything as classic as a buttercream cake? Or anything that sounds less vegan 
friendly? A plant-based diet doesn’t mean you have to abandon the birthday cakes of 
your childhood, however. 

Vegan baking might sound overwhelming. Egg replacers? Plant-based decorations? 
Recreating that classic fluffiness without your tried-and-true ingredients? Fortunately, 
Sara Kidd has mastered recreating everyone’s traditional, favourite cakes with eye-
popping decorations and easy-to-follow recipes. 

Whether it’s an English Battenberg, a Mexican tres leches, a chocolate coffee torte or a 
caramel swirl with ganache, The Vegan Cake Bible has a recipe for every occasion (and 
even gluten free options). With trouble shooting and decorating tips, along with plenty of 
recipes for fillings and frosting, plant-based baking has never been as easy (or as covered 
in whipped cream). .

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Sara Kidd is rocking the vegan baking scene with her retro flare and eye-popping 
baking creations and recipes. She is an established name in vegan baking, writing 
for Vegan Food & Living UK and Nourish Mag AU while running baking workshops 
and hosting her new show, Vegan Around the World.
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1. On con porrorum as voluptatus 
ratur? Quia alicimp eliqu

2. Faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov. 
faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov.

3. Semolo rporemp orporei 
untionse et explige oders.

4. Faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov. 
faccus, suntio volut quasperciis

5. On con porrorum as voluptatus 
ratur? Quia alicimp eliqu

6. Faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov. 
faccus, suntio volut quasperciis

7. Faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov. 

8. On con porrorum as voluptatus 
ratur? Quia alicimp eliqu

9. On con porrorum as voluptatus 
ratur? Quia alicimp eliqu

10. Faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov. 
faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov.

11. Semolo rporemp orporei 
untionse et explige oders.

12. Faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov. 
faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov.

13. On con porrorum as voluptatus 
ratur? Quia alicimp eliqu

14. Quasperciis dem aut fugit 
eicabor rov. faccus, suntio

15. Faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut fugit eicabor rov. 
faccus, suntio volut quasperciis 
dem aut quasperciis 

American vanilla
buttercream

Vanilla flavoured
cake with a firm

crumb

American chocolate
buttercream

Simple melted dark
chocolate drip

Chocolate flavoured
cake with a firm

crumb

SWEDISH PRINCESS CAKE — P 22 PERSIAN LOVE CAKE  — P 22

Baby roses to
decorate
Semi-sweet
buttercream

Vanilla flavoured
cake with a tender

crumb

Butter ganache
Chocolate flavoured
cake with a tender

crumb

AUSTRALIAN LAMINGTON CAKE — P 22 ENGLISH POUND CAKE — P 22

TRADITIONAL CAKES

Flowers to decorate

Vanilla flavoured
cake with a delicate

soft crumb

Vegan yoghurt and
strawberries

Simple glaze

Blueberries to
decorate

A vanilla flavoured
cake with a firm

crumb

ENGLISH BATTENBERG CAKE — P 22 GERMAN BUTTER CAKE — P 22

 CONTINUED OVERLEAF
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50 Easy Indian Curries 

By Penny Chawla

ISBN 9781922417589 
On Sale 3 March 2022
£15 | 230 x 190mm | 136 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Food

50 delicious curries from the kitchens across India.  
Rightly adored by millions, curry is celebrated as the national dish in many countries. It’s 
been adapted and adopted into homes and hearts around the world, but there’s nowhere 
that does it like India.

Curry flavours change radically as you move around the country. From region to region, 
and household to the next, the dish transforms with new spices and ingredients. Garam 
masala – that unmistakeable blend of cumin and coriander seeds, among other family 
secrets – is typical in the north. Lentil-lovers in southern India, meanwhile, create soups 
that are both spicy and sour, thanks to the tamarind fruit.

50 Easy Indian Curries travels through the country, sampling dishes from each region.  
No matter the recipe, though, one thing is guaranteed – you’re going to need a bigger 
spice rack. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Self-identifying “curry queen” Penny Chawla is a food writer and chef based in 
Sydney, Australia. 
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The Feminist Film Guide
100 great films (that also pass  
the Bechdel test)

By Mallory Andrews

ISBN 9781922417664
On Sale 3 March 2022
£15 | 210 x 160mm | 208 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Film

Become a film buff and enjoy your night in with this guide to feminist-
approved films.  
 In the wild west of streaming platforms, it’s hard to check off every classic on the list, 
let alone every new film.

We’ve all fallen victim to scrolling through page after page on Netflix, confused and 
lost while the popcorn goes stale. To save us from indecision and getting tricked by 
flashy trailers, A Modern Movie Guide is here to guide us through the veritable jungle of 
cinema in the 21st century. 

But these aren’t just good films: they’re Bechdel test approved. Yes: women talk to 
each other, about something other than men, in every one of these 100 movies.  
(We know we shouldn’t still need this guide, but here we are.)

A curated selection of great modern films that span genres, this illustrated guide is the 
perfect gift for everyone from film buffs to your friends who can’t stop arguing about 
which movie to watch.  

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Mallory Andrews is an established cultural critic and a founding member of the 
cléo editorial board.  

The Feminist 
Film Guide

MALLORY  
ANDREWS

ILLUSTRATIONS BY  
BEA CRESPO

100 Great Films 
(That Also Pass  

the Bechdel Test)
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BEHIND THE SCENES

A real theme of these early Hollywood 
movies is the presence of a woman 
on the writing crew. Gertrude Purcell 

keeps this from a failing grade. 

Destry  
Rides Again

Release year: 1939 / Directed by: George Marshall / Written by: Felix 
Jackson (original story), Henry Myers, Gertrude Purcell / Starring: 

Marlene Dietrich, James Stewart, Lillian Yarbo, Charles Winninger, Brian 
Donlevy, Una Merkel  / Genre: Western / Country: USA

When the sheriff of Bottleneck is killed 
by the shady saloon owner Kent (Brian 
Donlevy), the corrupt mayor appoints 
Washington “Wash” Dimsdale (Charles 
Winninger), the town drunk, as his 
replacement. However, the now-Sheriff 
Dimsdale takes the assignment seriously. 
Dimsdale sobers up and sends for the 
son of his old friend to be his deputy, Tom 
Destry, Jr. (James Stewart). However, 
Destry is a pacifist who refuses to carry a 
gun, much to the amusement of the town’s 
criminal element. While Destry starts to sniff 
around to find out exactly what happened 
to the previous sheriff, Kent plots to rid 
Bottleneck of the do-gooder deputy. 

If you’ve just read that plot description, 
you’re probably thinking...seems like 
an awfully masculine movie for this 
list. The person who ties all this manly 
drama together is Marlene Dietrich, as 
Frenchy, the headlining cabaret performer 
of Kent’s saloon. At this point in the 
German actress’ career, she was coming 
off a series of films that had completely 

bombed with audiences, including (the 
genuinely great) The Scarlet Empress 
(1934), which she had made with long-
time collaborator and friend Josef von 
Sternberg. By the end of the 1930s 
Dietrich was considered “box office 
poison.” She took on the role of Frenchy 
for about half her standard salary.

Thankfully, she did not give half a 
performance. Dietrich’s Frenchy rules the 
town with a smile and a song. Decked 
out in elaborate feathered and bejeweled 
stage costumes, she is a contradictory 
mix of old-world glamor and rough-and-
tumble Western scrappiness. Destry Rides 
Again features one of the best bar fights 
ever captured on screen, in which Frenchy 
and a townswoman (Una Merkel) throw 
bottles, pull hair and tackle each other in a 
hurricane of totally unchoreographed chaos 
(Dietrich and Merkel both claimed they 
were battered black-and-blue for weeks 
after). Even Tom Destry must admit that 
Frenchy is “the real boss of Bottleneck.” 

EXTRA CREDIT
The French title of the film is Femme  
ou Démon (translation: Woman or 

Demon). That’s a way more  
fun title, in our opinion. 
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BEHIND THE SCENES

The Maysles credited their editors 
Ellen Hovde and Muffie Meyer with 

codirecting credits.

Release year: 1975 / Directed by: David Maysles, Albert Maysles, 
Ellen Hovde, Muffie Meyer / Written by: N/A / Starring: Edith “Big 

Edie” Ewing Bouvier Beale, Edith “Little Edie” Bouvier Beale / Genre: 
Documentary / Country: USA

Grey  
Gardens

Grey Gardens has been the subject of 
much ethical debate since its release. The 
documentary is a free-form observational 
look at an eccentric mother-daughter pair, 
the elderly Edith “Big Edie” Beale and 
her 50-something daughter Edith “Little 
Edie” Beale. They are the aunt and cousin, 
respectively, of Jackie Kennedy and lived 
together in a rundown East Hamptons 
estate called Grey Gardens. The house 
and its unusual occupants had been the 
subject of controversy in the local press 
upon the discovery that the property was 
in an extreme state of disrepair, overrun 
with fleas, raccoons and diseased cats. 
These reports about the Beales reached 
the sibling doc filmmaking duo Albert and 
David Maysles while they were scouting 
the Hamptons for another project.

The film captures the haunted house–like 
state of Grey Gardens (a recurring theme 
of our list). Cracked walls and chipping 
paint, rooms overflowing with excess 
furniture, tchotkes and mementos and the 
Edies themselves acting as vessels for 
half-remembered stories and grievances 
from the past. Detractors of the film 

have accused the Maysles brothers of 
exploiting the eccentric mother/daughter 
duo for their own personal gain. Certainly, 
Grey Gardens is a warts-and-all depiction 
that doesn’t shy away from the decaying 
state of the house nor the Beales’ 
oddities, especially Little Edie’s flair for 
monologuing her feelings and her unique 
sense of style (“I think this is the best 
costume for the day”).

But the Maysles are careful to let the 
Edies dictate the course of the doc’s 
narrative. The Maysles’ filming style is 
exemplary of the “direct cinema” non-
fiction movement of which they were an 
integral part. The presence of the brothers 
and their film equipment is acknowledged 
(David Maysles, still strapped to his sound 
equipment, steps in to help Big Edie out of 
her lounge chair at one point) but they’re 
careful to never intrude upon what’s 
happening or cajole the Edies into any 
kind of reaction. Instead, they’re content 
to listen and observe on our behalf, 
lending an empathetic ear to the love-
hate affection between the mother and 
daughter duo. 

EXTRA CREDIT
Unused footage from the 1975 film 
was compiled into a feature length 

supplement called The Beales of Grey 
Gardens and released for a small 

theatrical run in 2006. 
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Marie Antoinette may have failed 
history, but it more than passes our 

criteria.

Marie  
Antoinette

Release year: 2006 / Directed by: Sofia Coppola / Written by: Sofia 
Coppola, Antonia Fraser (based on the biography by) / Starring: 

Kirsten Dunst, Jason Schwartzman, Judy Davis, Rip Torn, Rose Byrne, 
Asia Argento, Molly Shannon, Shirley Henderson, Danny Huston, 
Steve Coogan / Genre: Historical drama / Country: France/USA

Following the release of the Academy 
Award–winning Lost in Translation 
(2003) all eyes were on Sofia Coppola 
in anticipation of her next feature. When 
the trailer dropped for Marie Antoinette, 
revealing a candy-colored costumed 
drama about the doomed French royal 
played by American actress Kirsten Dunst 
scored with Gang of Four’s “Natural’s Not 
In It,” there was a bit of head-scratching 
at Coppola’s choices. The film premiered 
at the Cannes Film Festival to mixed 
reactions, with some critics taking issue 
with the film’s lack of historical accuracy 
and the movie’s wishy-washy stance on 
the doomed queen’s gross extravagance 
during the years leading up to the French 
Revolution. 

For sure, Coppola’s view of Antoinette 
is sympathetic, matching the tone of the 
Antonia Fraser-penned biography that 
served as the script’s primary resource. 
Coppola took this approach not to make 
a definitive statement about a historical 
figure’s moral character, but to try and 

convey what life might look like through 
the eyes of a 15-year-old girl thrust into 
that life. Dunst plays the role like a lost 
teen, striking a delicate balance between 
bright-eyed innocence and confusion 
about what she’s expected to do at 
Versailles mixed with delight at the novelty 
of having so much wealth at her fingertips. 
The soundtrack, which also includes 
tracks by Siouxsie and the Banshees and 
The Cure, is meant to highlight her youth 
in a modern context. 

Criticisms about the film’s lack of historical 
accuracy miss Coppola’s point entirely 
and is an uninspired way to think about 
historical dramas in general, ignoring 
themes and artistry and favoring the dull 
recitation of facts. Coppola’s take on 
history with an MTV sensibility paved the 
way for the modernized, social media-
influenced historical dramas Dickinson 
(2019) and Bridgerton (2020). For better or 
for worse, Marie Antoinette was ahead of 
its time.

EXTRA CREDIT
Marie Antoinette’s shoe collection 

was specially made for the movie by 
Spanish designer label Manolo Blahnik, 
the favorite label of Sex and the City’s  

Carrie Bradshaw. 
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RBG A to Z
The life of an icon from  
ACLU to Gen Z

By Jo Stewart

ISBN 9781922417671 
On Sale 3 March 2021
£12.99 | 240 x 200mm | 56 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Lifestyle

An illustrated A to Z celebrating the unparalleled impact of the 
phenomenon that is Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Icon. Feminist. Supreme.

Ruth Bader Ginsburg was a passionate advocate for human rights and gender equality, 
whose quiet determination was, and continues to be, an inspiration to people across 
the world. This illustrated tribute takes you from her early days growing up in 
Brooklyn, through the hallowed halls of Harvard, Columbia and Cornell, right up to the 
bench of the Supreme Court of the United States of America. Ruth blazed the way, 
not only for women working in law, but for everyone who values equality for all.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Jo Stewart writes books, essays and feature articles on travel, nature, community 
and pop culture from her home in Victoria, Australia. She’s interviewed explorers, 
scientists, musicians, actors, environmentalists, sportspeople and human rights 
leaders, with her work appearing in Monocle, Rolling Stone, Lonely Planet, VICE,  
The Guardian and more.. She has previously published How to Unf*ck the Planet a 
Little Bit Each Day with Smith Street Books.

Kiki 
Bestowed on Ruth by her older 

sister, Kiki was the name by 
which Ruth was known to 

her close family and friends. 
The sweet nickname apparently 
came about due to Ruth kicking 

a lot as a baby. 
... 

Kin 
Ruth and Marty had two children: 
Jane and James. Naturally, both 

are high achievers, enjoying 
careers that mirror their 

influential mother’s talents and 
interests. Jane decided to follow 
in Ruth’s footsteps and is now 
a law professor and attorney. 
Her son James also attended 
law school, but traded it in to 
follow another of his mother’s 
passions by running a classical 
music record label. But Ruth’s 

influence doesn’t end there. Her 
granddaughter is a legal fellow 
with the ACLU, which would 
surely bring a smile to Ruth’s 

face.
...  

Knowledge 
Known for having a strong 

memory and a sharp mind well 
into her senior years, Ruth was 
a great collector and keeper of 
knowledge. As a legal scholar, 

she’d stay up well into the early 
hours of morning to study and 
read as much as she could. 
But beyond the world of law, 
Ruth just loved learning. She 

cultivated a wealth of knowledge 
on everything from operatic 

history to the great painters of 
the contemporary art world, 

leading her to become known  
as one of the great thinkers of  

the century.

Living only a hop, skip and a jump away from the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts meant that Ruth treated this iconic DC institution a bit like a second home. She was a regular in the audience of many performances, especially after her beloved husband Marty passed away. Hosting more than 2000 shows and events each year, the center offered plenty of options for Ruth to choose from. She also regularly took to its stage, captivating audiences with everything from fun opera cameos to in-depth talks on topics like arts and the law. She even officiated a wedding at the Kennedy Center. When news broke that Ruth had passed away, Kennedy Center staff were devastated, with many claiming that the building isn’t the same without Ruth’s sparkling presence.

The John F. Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts officially opened in 1971 
and is described as a “living memorial” to 

the US president who was known as  
a great supporter of arts and culture.

When attending opera performances at the 
Kennedy Center Opera House, Ruth preferred 

to enter quietly from a side door. During 
some of the last performances she attended, 
audiences gave her a huge round of applause 

and even a standing ovation.

Following Ruth’s death, 
the Washington National 
Opera performed a tribute 
concert featuring excerpts 

from Ruth’s favorite operas, 
held at the Kennedy Center  

Opera House. 

 When NYU student Shana Knizhnik set up a Tumblr account dedicated to Ruth Bader Ginsburg,  

she couldn’t have imagined the impact her idea would have. Dubbing Ruth “Notorious RBG” proved 

to be a masterstroke, as Justice Ginsburg (and her admirers) embraced her new nickname with glee. 

What started as a Tumblr account soon became a New York Times best-selling book and a full-scale 

cultural phenomenon. Playing on the stage name of legendary rapper Christopher George Latore 

Wallace (aka Biggie Smalls or the Notorious B.I.G.), Ruth’s new nickname reflected her reputation  

for crafting dissenting opinions that raised eyebrows. Even though Biggie Smalls was killed in the  

late 1990s, the revered rapper’s cultural influence is still stro
ng. Although no one could have 

predicted that an elderly Supreme Court justice would be united in name with one of the biggest 

artists of the 1990s gangsta rap scene, their shared influence on pop culture lives on.

Vladimir Nabokov 
So what has a Russian novelist born 

in the late 1800s got to do with 
a Supreme Court justice like Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg? Well, the author 

of Lolita taught European literature 
classes at Cornell University while 

Ruth was in attendance. His 
influence on her was profound, 

with Ruth crediting Nabokov with 
changing the way she read and 
wrote. Even though he wasn’t 

teaching legal writing, Ruth took 
Nabokov’s instruction to heart and 
carried it with her throughout her 
profession. Known for being an 

incisive, persuasive writer, Ruth went 
on to write speeches, books, and 
many convincing legal arguments 

that changed the course of American 
history. “Words could paint pictures, 

I learned from him,” she said.
...

New York 
Even though Ruth spent much 

of her adult life living in DC, she 
was frequently in a New York 
state of mind. She’d often hop 
over to her home state to view 

opera performances, attend gallery 
openings, and sit in the audience 
of Broadway shows. As a culture 

vulture with a love for the performing 
arts, Ruth was a beloved figure 

in the New York arts scene and is 
greatly missed by New York’s gallery 
owners, performers, and company 

directors.
...

Newsmaker 
Some Supreme Court justices are 
well-known, others are somewhat 

low profile, yet no other has received 
as much media coverage as Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg. As the legend of 
the elderly feminist justice with a 
passion for dissenting grew during 

her later years, Ruth became 
a global human headline. The 

media tracked everything from her 
wardrobe choices to her health 

status very closely – making her the 
first justice of the Supreme Court 
of the United States to become a 

household name around the world.

In her speech 
accepting an 

honorary degree from 
the University at 

Buffalo, Ruth said: 
“It was beyond my 
wildest imagination 

that I would one 
day become the 

‘Notorious RBG.’”

Ruth was more than 
comfortable with sharing the 

“notorious” moniker with 
rapper Biggie Smalls, as they 

were both from Brooklyn.  
“It seems altogether natural,” 

she said.

After coining Notorious 
RBG in 2015, Shana 
Knizhnik went on to 

become a lawyer (just 
like Ruth) and worked 
at the American Civil 
Liberties Union (just  

like Ruth).

 In an interview with 

NPR, Ruth admitted 

she had a large supply 

of Notorious RBG 

shirts, w
hich she liked 

to gift to people.

Bush v. Gore
Presidential elections don’t 

get much more controversial 
than what went down in 2000 

between Republican George 
‘Dubya’ Bush and Democrat  

Al Gore. With the election result 
down to the wire, a recount 
was ordered in the state of 

Florida. That was until the US 
Supreme Court agreed to the 

Bush campaign’s request for the 
recount to be halted, ultimately 
handing Bush the presidency. 
Justice Ginsburg was having 

none of it, and offered a strong  
dissenting opinion to the  
highly contentious ruling. 

...

Burwell v. Hobby Lobby
One of Ruth’s most famous 
dissents occurred during the 
Burwell v. Hobby Lobby case 
of 2014. When the Supreme 

Court’s 5-4 decision effectively 
gave companies the right 

to deny women employees 
access to medical coverage for 
contraceptives such as IUDs, 

Ruth penned a blistering  
35-page dissent against  

the majority opinion. 
...

Blue 
Considered to be the color 
of justice, blue lit up many 

landmarks across the state of 
New York to honor Ruth after 

she passed away, from the Grand 
Central Terminal in Manhattan 

to the New York State Education 
Building in Albany. It was a 
fitting and moving tribute to  
the diminutive woman from 

Brooklyn who fought for justice 
for so many.

In 2021, the Brooklyn 
Municipal Building was 

officially renamed 
the Justice Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg Brooklyn Municipal 
Building to honor the fearless 
woman who made an indelible 
mark on not just the nation, but 

the world.

Just like Michael Jordan, Jerry Seinfeld and Jay-Z, Ruth Bader Ginsburg was born in Brooklyn. 
Known for having great pride in their borough, these New Yorkers considers themselves Brooklynites 

first and foremost. Ruth grew up in the Midwood neighborhood, an area that attracted migrant 
families seeking to build a new life. She attended Public School 238 and James Madison High 

School, worshipped at the East Midwood Jewish Center, and tagged along with her mother to the 
Brooklyn Public Library. Even though her studies and career took her to other parts of the country, 

Ruth never forgot her roots. As a true daughter of Brooklyn, she returned to her old school to inspire 
the borough’s children to work hard and dream big, just like she did.

Brooklyn is home to a 
bronze statue of Ruth 

that forms a part of the 
Statues for Equality series. 

Created by Australian 
artists Gillie and Marc, 
the statue concept was 

approved by Ruth before 
her death and now lives  
in Downtown Brooklyn’s 

City Point building.

The high school 

Ruth attended in 

Brooklyn now runs 

a law program 

and even has a 

mock courtroom 

dedicated to her.

Ruth’s childhood home on East 9th 

Street in Midwood is still standing 

and is currently occupied by a couple 

who have lived there for more than 

45 years. To date, they have declined 

many offers to sell the home.

Her high school was 
also attended by many 

influential alumni, 
including Senator Bernie 

Sanders and another 
famous, fearless justice, 
Judge Judy Sheindlin.
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Peer past the veil into the modern witch’s world. 
Witchcraft’s legacy is full of myth, magic and ancient archetypes. In the 21st century, 
these may feel more distant than ever, but they aren’t gone. The stage has just changed. 

Simmering with beautiful illustrations, Spell Bound’s an exploration of magic’s past and its 
future in a world where ancient groves meet silicon. A guide for any beginning witch, it’s a 
unique dip into the world of the witch from the unqiue perspective of Eastern and 
Western magic colliding. Koo takes us through history, magical foundations, deities, 
astrological influences, and magic’s future in a digital world, teaching us to harness the 
powers of our ancestors while embracing the changes around us, to practice our 
witchcraft at its fullest.

Accessible and lavish, this book is the perfect artefact for any altar.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Chaweon Koo is a Korean American witch based in New York. She is a writer, 
Youtuber and podcaster of occult topics based in New York.

Spell Bound 
A new witch’s guide  
to crafting the future

By Chaweon Koo

ISBN 9781922417640 
On Sale 12 May 2022
£15 | 210 x 170mm | 208 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Non-fiction



Pop Culture, Humour & Non-Fiction

A Beginner’s Guide to Chakras
Open the path to positivity,  
wellness and purpose

Written by Lisa Butterworth

ISBN 9781922417626 
On Sale 3 Feb 2022
£15 | 215 x 150mm | 160 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Lifestyle

A beginner’s guide to bring better energy into your life.
Expand your mind and open your heart with the transformative powers of chakras. 

The ancient Indian chakra system has evolved into a modern-day tool  for balance and 
healing. This book is an easy-to-understand dip into our energetic selves. Learn to care 
for and engage with  your centres – including chakra-specific crystals, food and herbs, 
yoga poses and visualisations – for an eye-opening journey towards greater love  
and awareness.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Lisa Butterworth is the West Coast editor of BUST and a founding editor of Tidal. 
She covers food, fashion, pop culture, women’s issues and more for outlets 
including Nylon, Cosmopolitan, Women’s Health, Elle, Martha Stewart Living, Time Out 
and New York Magazine while basking in L.A.’s eternal sunshine. She has previously 
published 28 Days Vegan with Smith Street Books.



Pop Culture, Humour & Non-Fiction

How to Unf*ck Your Finances  
a Little Bit Each Day 
100 small changes for a better future

Written by Jo Stewart

ISBN 9781922417633 
On Sale 3 March 2021
£12.99 | 210 x 170mm | 108 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Non-fiction

This book offers practical choices and changes we can make to start 
unf*cking our finances.
Does the world of finance mystify you? Need to sort your money matters out but 
don’t know where to start? 

You may not have been born into money; you might not be able to overthrow the 
whole financial system, but the good news is that you don’t need an economics 
degree to improve your financial position. 

Over time, small changes will make a big difference to your bank balance. From 
micro-investing to side-hustling, couponing, freecycling and consolidating debt, every 
step you take in the direction of financial freedom will inch you closer towards a 
brighter future. Whether you’re a student, freelancer, business owner or professional, 
mastering the art of money management can - and will - change your life. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Jo Stewart writes books, essays and feature articles on travel, nature, community 
and pop culture from her home in Victoria, Australia. She’s interviewed explorers, 
scientists, musicians, actors, environmentalists, sportspeople and human rights 
leaders, with her work appearing in Monocle, Rolling Stone, Lonely Planet, VICE,  
The Guardian and more. She has previously published How to Unf*ck the Planet a 
Little Bit Each Day with Smith Street Books.



Pop Culture, Humour & Non-Fiction

We Heart Harry
50 reasons your dream boyfriend  
Harry Styles is perfection

By Billie Oliver

ISBN 9781922417657 
On Sale 3 March 2022
£10 | 185 x 160mm | 104 pages  
Full-colour | Hardcover | Pop culture

A love letter to Harry Styles, a pop star who’s a sign of the times.
The world may have had to say goodbye to One Direction, but that hasn’t stopped 
Harry Styles from stealing our hearts. From the swoop of his boy band bangs to his 
sheer Gucci look on the runway, the singer, actor and all-around dreamboat is a tour 
de force of a cultural icon, but our love is deeper than his great choices in fashion  
and his dulcet tones. Did you know that Shania Twain is one of his idols? That he’s 
BFFs with Stevie Nicks? And that he’s generous with his money, donating to a long  
list of charities? 

This book is packed with 50 titbits of Harry Styles trivia and some very serious 
collages. Billie can only pray that he one day sees it and graces her with an Instagram 
DM. (A girl can hope.)

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Billie Oliver is a film critic and freelance journalist, based in Melbourne, Australia. 
She has previously published Chalamania, Keanu Forever and Let it Lizzo with Smith 
Street Books.

Aside from his formal 
philanthropy, he used a day off in 
LA to buy and hand deliver $3000 
worth of pizza to the homeless.

Harry is a  

KING!
generous

He’s risen to GOD-TIER 
status in the fashion world,

co-chairing the Met Gala 
in 2019 and becoming the 
first man to appear solo 

on a Vogue cover.

Styles.

Harry really puts the

STYLE in Harry

the band recorded their  
albums on the road, in a van 
with no air conditioning.  

In his  
One Direction days,

The man has worked 

 (and sweated) 

 for his fame. 





Austentatious
Life Lessons From Jane Austen

Illustated by George Saad 

ISBN 9781922417787
On Sale 14 April 2022
£16.99 | 50 cards in box
Full-colour | Gift

If ever in doubt, just ask yourself “What would Jane do?”
It is a truth universally acknowledged that most of us could use some guidance. 
Whether you’re looking to marry landed gentry with several carriages, have falsely 
accused an in-law of murder or your sister has eloped with your ex, Jane Austen’s 
wisdom will steer you through any scandal or weekday morning. 

Each card features a quote and advice from Austen and her beloved characters or 
narrator. Just shuffle the deck and let Elizabeth Bennet, Marianne Dashwood or Mr 
Collins illuminate your path. 

Heartthrob Affirmations
Uplifting thoughts from  
swoonworthy gents
Illustated by Chantel de Sousa

ISBN 9781922417770
On Sale 5 Oct 2021
£22 | 430 cards in box 
Full-colour | Gift

When you’re feeling down, these men with lift you up with their beautiful 
words (and faces). 
You know you got this. But sometimes it’s helpful to hear it from someone else – and 
who better to hear it from than your celebrity boyfriend? This deck of affirmations, 
featuring guidance from 50 very swoon-worthy men, will help you through the big and 
the small. Whether you’d like to a pull a card from the top every morning or choose 
one to help you through a hard day, this deck will give you gidance (or at least a 
beautiful face to distract you).

“You deserve “You deserve 
to be treated to be treated 
like a queen.”like a queen.”

CURRENTLY OBSESSED WITH 
rock climbing
WILL SWEEP YOU OFF YOUR FEET 
by supporting your entire body  
weight with his pinkie finger 
GUILTY PLEASURE 
removing his shirt for  
no good reason
SIGNATURE DRINK 
a frothy pint

HenryHenry
GoldingGoldingBBaannddeerraass  

AntonioAntonio



The Body Gratitude  
Deck of Cards
Affirmations to accept and  
celebrate your incredible body
By Jess Sanders

ISBN 9781922417695
On Sale 6 Jan 2022
£16.99 | 50 cards in box
Full-colour | Gift

A deck of cards to help you celebrate all the ways your body is amazing.
This deck of cards will help kickstart your journey to acceptance and gratitude. With 
beautiful illustrations, inspiring quotes and transformative affirmations, Body Gratitude 
is designed to help us heal and nurture our relationships to our bodies. Each card 
reminds us that we don’t have to be perfect to be worthy of love. It’s time to show 
your body gratitude for everything it empowers you to do, every day, and celebrate 
the beautiful scars, wisdom lines and countless quirks that make it unique. 

Contains 50 cards for self-love and care..

The Deck of Crystals
By Nadia Bailey
Illustrated by Maya Beus

ISBN 9781922417817
On Sale 3 Feb 2022
£16.99 | 50 cards in box 
Full-colour | Gift

When you’re feeling depleted, tap into the Earth’s energies. 
Inside the Earth our planet is a wealth of crystals, each unique in beauty and 
properties. Whether you want to cleanse your mind or shield against negativity, there’s 
a crystal that’s perfect for you and your needs. Learn about what they do and when to 
use them as you dive into their rich legacies. Features 50 crystal profiles, exploring 
their properies, history and lore with beautiful watercolour illustrations. 



Ramen 101  
28 Ramen Recipes:  
Bases + Toppings
By Deborah Kaloper
Illustrated by Alice Oehr

Ramen as you’ve never experienced it before… a deck of cards! 
Ramen as you’ve never experienced it before… a deck of cards! Featuring 28 ramen 
dishes, plus all the broths, toppings and  elements you’ll need (including making 
noodles from scratch), this fun deck of recipe cards has a soup for everyone. Just pick 
a card and dive in. The receipes are easy-to-follow, with plant-based options, 
alongside the classics and new twists on old favourite.  

ISBN 9781922417701
On Sale 3 March 2022
£16.99 | 50 cards in box
Full-colour | Gift

Tinseltown Tarot
A look into your future through  
the golden age of Hollywood
Illustrated by 50 Vintage Dame

ISBN 9781922417794
On Sale 12 May 2022
£16.99 | 79 cards in box
Full-colour | Gift

Visit the glamorous past to peek into the future. 
Forget the crystal ball – try the silver screen! This shimmering deck will beckon you 
back to a time of dazzling stars, glimmering boudoirs and overflowing champagne. And 
hey: if your cards ain’t looking so swell – just turn on one of your favorite flicks and 
audition for a better fate tomorrow. 

edamame

thin ramen  
noodles

shio  
broth

garlic  
chives

seasoned  
eggs

bok  
choy

wakame

spinach

thin ramen  
noodles

seasoned  
egg

wood ear  
mushrooms

leek 

chives

shoyu  
broth

fermented  
bamboo  
shoots

chashu  
pork

seafood  
gyoza



The Body Gratitude  
Deck of Cards
Affirmations to accept and  
celebrate your incredible body
By Jess Sanders

ISBN 9781922417695
On Sale 6 Jan 2022
£16.99 | 50 cards in box
Full-colour | Gift

A deck of cards to help you celebrate all the ways your body is amazing.
This deck of cards will help kickstart your journey to acceptance and gratitude. With 
beautiful illustrations, inspiring quotes and transformative affirmations, Body Gratitude 
is designed to help us heal and nurture our relationships to our bodies. Each card 
reminds us that we don’t have to be perfect to be worthy of love. It’s time to show 
your body gratitude for everything it empowers you to do, every day, and celebrate 
the beautiful scars, wisdom lines and countless quirks that make it unique. 

Contains 50 cards for self-love and care..

The Deck of Crystals
By Nadia Bailey
Illustrated by Maya Beus

ISBN 9781922417817
On Sale 3 Feb 2022
£16.99 | 50 cards in box 
Full-colour | Gift

When you’re feeling depleted, tap into the Earth’s energies. 
Inside the Earth our planet is a wealth of crystals, each unique in beauty and 
properties. Whether you want to cleanse your mind or shield against negativity, there’s 
a crystal that’s perfect for you and your needs. Learn about what they do and when to 
use them as you dive into their rich legacies. 

Features 50 crystal profiles, exploring their properies, history and lore with beautiful 
watercolour illustrations. 



Fancy Plants  
Playing Cards
By Amberly Kramhoft

ISBN 9781922417718
On Sale 14 April 2022
£12.99 | 54 cards in box
Full-colour | Gift

A deck of cards as luxurious as an indoor jungle.
In the world of houseplants, there’s a no end of diversity. From the variegated to the 
wall-climbing creepers, picking a favorite may be impossible. But with this deck, you 
don’t have to. With gorgeous illustrations, this playing card deck comes beautifully 
packaged, flush with foliage. Each card features a different plant, with 52 in all to 
collect. Deal them out and play the classics, until a winner claims the nursery. 

Pride Playing Cards
Icons of the LGBTQ+ community
Illustrated by  
Phil Constantinesco

ISBN 9781922417800
On Sale 26 May 2022
£10 | 54 cards in box
Full-colour | Gift

This deck is a flush with the LGBTQ+ community’s most iconic.
This deck is a celebration of LGBTQ+ activists, artists, comedians, writers, musicians 
and pop cultural giants who have shaped our worlds, expanded our horizons, and 
radically increased queer visibility. This deck is a standard poker set, with the four 
classic suits and some of the world’s greatest queer icons.



Artist Bingo
Icons, memes & moments
Illustrated by Niki Fisher

For the truly pop culture obsessed – and when your TikTok feed isn’t updating fast 
enough – we have the (analog) answer: Bingo! Socialites, style icons and Sad Keanu 
have gathered together in this box, alongside other viral memes and moments, iconic 
TV shows and films that have cemented their place in pop culture’s history. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ISBN 9781922417725
On Sale 3 Feb 2022
£22 | 48 tokens + 8 bingo cards in a box
220 x 220mm | Full-colour | Gift

Celebrate modern history’s greatest and most beloved artists through the most 
cultured game known to humanity: Bingo! Here you’ll find the world’s best painters, 
sculptors, performance artists and photographers assembled together – in a handy 
game box! From Banksy to Basquiat, Haring to Hockney and Yayoi to Yoko, Bingo has 
never been more high-brow!

ISBN 9781922417732
On Sale 3 March 2022
£22 | 48 tokens + 8 bingo cards in a box
220 x 220mm | Full-colour | Gift

Pop Culture Bingo 
A game of icons
Illustrated by Niki Fisher

The Office  
Playing Cards

9781925811582
£7.99 | 54 cards 

Parks and Recreation 
Playing Cards
9781925811599
£7.99 | 54 cards 

Seinfeld  
Playing Cards
9781925811063
£7.99 | 54 cards 

Sex and the City 
Playing Cards

9781925811841
£9.99 | 54 cards

West Wing
Playing Cards
9781922417480
£9.99 | 54 cards

Will & Grace  
Playing Cards

9781925418910
£7.99 | 54 cards 




